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Cybersecurity Asean created this checklist as a way to help IT professionals to quickly build the critical 
areas they should assess when choosing a technology or service.

The questions we’ve compiled should serve the purpose of helping technology or security decision-makers 
to build a comprehensive set of criteria that must be considered before making a purchase. 

This checklist will be a useful tool for hands-on IT professionals that want to sanity check the questions 
they put to potential vendors. It will also be an excellent tool for IT Directors or CISOs who need to be 
sure that their teams investigating investments in email protection are being thorough in the vendor 
assessments. 

We believe that successful business and IT outcomes are assured for organisations that pay close attention to 
how this technology is selected and implemented. We don’t warrant that this checklist covers absolutely 
every aspect of every email security scenario, but it does do a good job of covering a great deal of the real 
questions you need to consider when picking a total email protection solution.

Why Choosing the Right Email Protection Solution Matters

These days, your email security solution has to keep out more than just 
spam. The cybercrime landscape has evolved and grown exponentially 
over the years to become more sophisticated and highly targeted.

Cyber threats can cause serious financial damage, interrupt business 
operations and compromise business integrity. The problem is that 
between 75% and 90% of targeted cyber attacks start with a malicious or 
deceptive email.

According to a report by Barracuda, 82% of IT security professionals have faced email attacks over the past 
year, with the attacks having had a direct business impact in terms of lost productivity (48%), downtime 
(36%), reputational damage (28%), recovery costs (20%), and more.
 
In order to ensure your business and staff are well protected, your email security solution has to be able to 
provide a multi-layered approach that protects all aspects of your email infrastructure. This checklist will 
provide the important questions you can ask potential email security providers to determine whether they 
have all the necessary layers covered.
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•  Does it cover the basics and protect your users and business from volumetric threats like malware 
    and spam?
•  Does it protect users from advanced and social engineering threats, like targeted spear phishing, 
    business email compromise (BEC) and ransomware, that are able to evade traditional detection 
    techniques?
•  Does it use a combination of combines behavioural, heuristic, and sandboxing technologies to ensure 
    better protection against zero hour and targeted attacks?
•  Can it protect against Denial of Service attacks, which can impact business productivity?
•  Does it filter both inbound and outbound emails?
•  Does it scan email attachments in real-time?
•  Can it encrypt emails to ensure that sensitive data cannot be viewed by outside parties?
•  Does it leverage a real-time intelligence system to provide protection for all other customers?

Comprehensive Protection Against Email-Borne Threats

Word to the wise – Email-borne threats can come in many different 
shapes and forms. Email is without a doubt the top vector for cyber 
threats, but isn’t always about viruses, getting users to give up 
sensitive information, or clicking on a malicious link. Sometimes, the 
objective of an attack is to compromise or completely disable a 
network.

To stay protected, your email security solution must include a gateway defence layer that is able to stop all 
forms of threats before they reach your mail server, and be able to deal with threats that bypass the gateway 
defence. Barracuda, for example, uses a combination of its multi-layered Advanced Threat Protection, 
anti-spam technologies, DLP, filtering, and encryption to keep sensitive data safe.
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Word to the wise – Backup is important, even for your emails. Anything from disasters, human errors or even 
ransomware could result in you losing your business-critical data. Therefore, your email solution has to 
allow you to restore your data quickly and easily in order to minimise downtime and ensure business
 continuity. Similarly, it has to protect your business from accidental or malicious deletion of emails and data, 
and ensure that emails can still be delivered even during email server failures or loss of connectivity.

•  Does the solution use AI-based threat detection to stay ahead of attackers?
•  Is the AI able to detect and block phishing, spear phishing and BEC attacks in real-time?
•  Does it protect your business against account takeover attacks (ATO)?
•  Does it prevent unauthorised domain spoofing through DMARC (Domain Message 
   Authentication Reporting and Conformance) authentication?

Intelligence Against Email Spoofing, Phishing and Fraud

Word to the wise – Social engineering attacks are on the rise because they’re very effective at tricking users 
at the receiving end of emails. And since they carry no malicious payload (URLs or attachments), they’re 
difficult to detect through conventional security technology.

By using AI and machine learning, the solution is able to learn the unique communication patterns within 
your company in order to determine whether an email is part of an online fraud attack such as spear phishing 
with a high degree of accuracy. Barracuda Sentinel, for example, is able to identify and quarantine such 
attacks in real time and inform both the recipient and administrator of the attempted attack.

•  Does it allow for failover to a cloud-based, email spooling service if your primary email services 
    become unavailable?
•  Does it protect your data from corruption or deletion?
•  Does it come with full cloud backup and point-in-time recovery of every email and file?
•  Is it able to archive user emails in a separate immutable store for long term retention and 
    preservation (to meet certain business or legal requirements)?

Ensure Email Compliance and Continuity
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Word to the wise – Cybersecurity is a numbers game. Unfortunately, no matter how good a security solution 
may be, there’s still a chance that a threat could make its way into an organisation. When that happens, how 
quickly you can respond and remediate the threat is key.

By automating the forensics and incident response, your security team can avoid manual intensive and 
repetitive tasks, separate the real threats from the noise, and have the relevant details at their fingertips to 
respond and focus on the most critical threats to the organisation.

This is important because in any security incident, time is of the essence. The longer it takes to detect and 
remediate a threat, the more likely it would spread within your network and cause more damage.

As we said at the start, protecting your emails, the top threat vector in today’s cyber threat landscape, requires 
an email security solution that takes a multi-layered, rounded protection approach.

However, depending on technology alone isn’t enough to keep out the threats, as they can still reach and 
impact users via other means if they’re not well-prepared. Thus, a total email protection strategy is not 
complete without ongoing effort to raise user security awareness, such as through personalised training or 
simulated phishing exercises.

Over the years, Barracuda has become a leader in email protection because it is able to provide an entire 
ecosystem of protection designed to defend the email threat vector across all the layers we’ve mentioned in 
the checklist. Barracuda also has the user awareness part covered through its PhishLine offering to help 
businesses train employees to recognise and avoid sophisticated social engineering-based attacks.

The bottom line is that given the sheer volume and severity of today’s email-based cyber attacks and scams, 
having comprehensive email protection is no longer an option for businesses in the digital era.

Conclusion

•  Does it let you identify, track, and resolve email attacks that originate outside your organisation, 
   such as a phishing or ransomware attack?
•  Can it identify all impacted users and automatically send them email alerts with instructions and  
   necessary remediation actions?
•  Can it remove malicious mails directly from users’ inboxes?
•  Does it provide access to intelligence that can be used to identify anomalies within emails?
•  Using that intelligence, is it able to block emails from malicious senders, domains, and geo-regions?
•  Does it provide end users with a simple way to report suspicious emails?

Automated Incident Response
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